New Crisis In Valley - Texas Rivers Leave Banks

Hanoi Hails New Soviet Aid 'Till Total Victory'

Peace Door Left Ajar By Kosygin

Whopping 179,313 Breaks Fair Record

Conductor Norick Steals Show Fair

Race 'Civil War' Warned

U.S. Must Solve Problem, Says Rocky
Editorials

Words Of Wisdom For Teachers

"I want to be a teacher. I want to teach those who are in need of education. I want to make a difference in the lives of others."

-Bill Tharp

Goodbye To Summer

A new school year begins in a few weeks, and it's time to say goodbye to the summer months. The days are getting shorter, and the nights are getting cooler. It's time to think about the new academic year and the challenges that lie ahead.

-The People's Voice

Price Hanoi Is Paying

The price of Hanoi has been rising steadily over the past year. The cost of living has increased by 10% in the past 12 months. With inflation at an all-time high, it is becoming increasingly difficult for the average citizen to make ends meet.

-Bob Considine

Freedom Hold Our Greatest Hope

In the face of political turmoil and economic hardship, freedom is our greatest hope. It is the foundation upon which we build our society and our future.

-State Editors Say

Add It Love

All You Add To Love

Thoughts

"The world is a book, and those who do not travel read only a page." -Saint Augustine

-Billy Graham

My Answer

"I believe in the power of love. It has the ability to heal and unite us all."
Wigs Bring Instant Beauty

DAC Chapter Sets Registration Lunch

Miss King is Married

Women's Dinner Club

Betsy Halstead To Speak

Paula Johnson

Women's Society of Christian Service

'Treasure Chest' Brings Prize Recipes

Miss Jack News

Mr. and Mrs. Halstead's Sponsor Miss Alice Cook

Baker-Stott's Vows Are Read
Unbeaten Cowboys Need ‘Healing Time’

By DORIS MAN

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — The mounts for weeks on end have been that Oklahoma is the team to beat in college football, and last week’s game at Little Rock proved it. The Sooners, led by their legendary coach Bud Wilkinson, emerged victorious, 20-6.

On the field, it was a game of two halves. In the first, Oklahoma controlled the tempo, running against a Little Rock defense that was outmatched. The Sooners scored early, and never looked back.

The second half saw a change in tactics. Little Rock, realizing it was outmatched, switched to a more aggressive style, hoping to capitalize on Oklahoma’s mistakes. It worked for a while, as the Bears scored a touchdown late in the half, but Oklahoma’s defense held firm, and the Sooners closed out the game with a decisive victory.

With the win, Oklahoma improved to 5-0, and solidified its position as the team to beat in college football. But Coach Wilkinson knows that there is no time for complacency. "We need to keep working hard," he said. "Every week is a new challenge, and we can’t afford to take our eye off the ball."
Palmer’s Birdie Putt On 18 Nips Jack In Thunderbird

San Diego Comeback Win Nips Oilers

Nance, Pets Deal Buffalo 1st Shutout

Namath, Jets Rip Broncos

Oxford Life Excites Scholar

East Central Not Ready To Vacate

Sweepstakes Winners Named

Harvest Continues

$100 Gift

41st Sooner To Win Rhodes

Record Crowd

Today’s Television

State OEO Job Efforts Win Praise

Final Rites Pend For Lyndon Mize

War Veteran’s Funeral Set

MONDAY

Weather Word

BOYS... AGES 12 to 16 years

Join the Losers
LOSE 5 POUNDS AND 5 INCHES
DURING OUR FAIR SPECIAL $5.
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It's School Kids' Day At State Fair

MOMDAY, SEPT. 20

The annual event features a variety of attractions and activities including a petting zoo, pony rides, a fire department display, and a mechanical bull ride. The fair also offers games and prizes for children.

Reuther Endorses Johnson

President John F. Kennedy has endorsed Adlai Stevenson for the Democratic nomination in the upcoming election. Stevenson is currently the Governor of Illinois and is favored in the primaries.

World News Briefs

Skydive Jumps To Death

A person skydiving in Utah made a fatal jump, suffering injuries and falling to their death. The skydive operation is under investigation.

Capture Of Guevara Near?

A report suggests that Fidel Castro has been captured by government forces in Cuba. The report cannot be verified.

Bombed Out

Seabees' Blast

Biggest At Fair

The Seabees' blast at the fair is the most powerful explosion seen at the fair this year. The blast took place during the fireworks display and was heard across the state.

Top Paint Horses To Compete

The top-paint horse competition is a popular event at the fair. The horses are judged on their color and appearance.

Blind Drive

Stood Today By Wolandi

A blind driver stood today by Wolandi, a loyal companion. The driver, who lost their vision in an accident, is training with Wolandi to become an independent driver.

What's In Store For You Today?

This week, you can win over $35,000.00 in prizes. Check your magazine of prizes every Wednesday.
Mood Angry, Violent In Ghetto
Negroes Convinced Whites Bent On Destruction Of Black America

The Oklahoma Journal
NEWS in depth

WHAT? Milady’s WHERE?
Locater Service

LOCAL MANUFACTURER
OF SHOPPING CARTS
HAS THE FOLLOWING JOB OPENINGS
• SPOT WELDERS
• PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS
• FORK LIFT OPERATORS
• WIRE CUT-OFF
• MACHINE OPERATORS
THIS IS AN OPEN SHOP, STRIKE CONDITIONS PREVALENT
APPS. FOR PERSONNEL OFFICE.
Folding Carrier Corporation
1248 W. MAIN

OAS Asks Blockade Of Cuba; Goes To UN
Washington (AP) - The Organization of American States asked the United Nations Tuesday to support its demand for an international boycott of Cuba.

Network Says Union Sabotaged Stations

Dim Peace Hopes Decried By Pope

Thinking Big

There are lots of ways to advertise...
but for modern people there’s ONE modern way to advertise
The Oklahoma Journal
Direct Action
Classified Ads
Striking Spanish of Alhambra

Above, pulsing with the excitement of splashing fountains of the Alhambra, this Spanish living room features a dramatic sofa covered in a quilted print in gold or olive. The reversible seat cushions and loose back cushions are poly-foam filled with "Decora" wrapping. All exposed wood is a distressed pecan finish.

Alhambra Sofa
Add the excitement and color of Old World Spain to your home with this striking sofa...

$239

Alhambra Chair
This is the low back version. Classic chair; we also have the high back Senora Chair for a slightly higher price...

$129

Granada, 7 pieces of the finest Spanish
Design group that reflects the beauty of the villages of Spain. Rough-hewn oak accents the beauty of the pieces. The group includes: sofa with three cushions, rocker chair, two tables and a cocktail table. But best of all: all cushions are reversible with two different designs on both sides. In a flash, you can have a completely different look! And it comes in Castilian red or burnt orange.

$499

The Conquistador's Chair
Here's a chair that Cortez would have loved to own! Just right for those hard-to-fit spaces, but big enough for complete comfort. Covered in soft velvets in your choice of Army green or Ceylon Olive.

$79

The elegance and richness of Spanish traditional
This sofa reflects the grandeur and elegance of old Spain. With twin quilted back on center matched on each cushion. This sofa completely dominates the room. Your home will shine with a new lustre, a new feeling, a new richness with this Spanish traditional sofa.

$229

Open Today 9 'til 9!

Spanish Moorish Chair
Early Spain was almost always at war and because of this, the furniture was highly ornate in design. This chair shows this style to perfection. It's big enough for comfort but small enough to fit into almost any space.

$89

Pedestal Bunch Table
The rustic country look with Spanish overtones keynotes the design character of this table. The finish is Mahogany Oak, hand-painted and heavily distressed. The top is inset, the base of natural white pebbles for a new look.

$59